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Introduction

Ventral skull base constitutes the complex anatomical watershed between the 
surgical territories of neurosurgery and otorhinolaryngology. The complexity of 
anterior skull base anatomy is attributed to its intricate interrelationships with 
vital neurovascular structures. These are further augmented by the myriad of 
anatomical variations resulting from the differential pneumatization patterns of 
the paranasal sinuses.

Endonasal endoscopic approaches provide improved visualization and 
access to different areas of the ventral skull base, which, in turn, facilitates better 
tumor clearance. Additional advantages of these approaches are better cosmesis, 
improved postoperative morbidity, and thus superior surgical outcomes. Accurate 
orientation to endoscopic anatomy, thorough knowledge of anatomical variations, 
surgical expertise, and appropriate instrumentation are the primal prerequisites 
for dealing with skull base pathologies via these approaches.

Mastering sophisticated endoscopic skull base techniques translates into 
superior surgical outcome. This can be best achieved by continued endoscopic 
cadaveric skull base dissections. Anatomical dissections enable the dissector to 
familiarize with the irregular bony topography, two-dimensional views, and also 
help acquire appropriate practical skills. These orient the trainees/dissectors 
to identify important anatomical landmarks and avoid critical neurovascular 
structures.

Another vital aspect in skull base training is in-depth understanding of imaging 
studies. Computed tomography (CT) scans aid in identifying anatomical variations 
and also in consolidating a roadmap for skull base surgery. Tumor extension and 
soft tissue involvement can be better mapped on a magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI). Repeated comparison for endoscopic picture with a coronal CT scan helps 
maintain surgical orientation at all times. It is vital for a skull base surgeon to 
develop the ability to reconstruct three-dimensional (3D) mental picture of 
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anatomy and pathology based on imaging studies. This aids in determining an 
approach, to achieve adequate exposure for complete tumor clearance and avoid 
complications.

The author emphasizes on implementing a dissection setup as close to the 
actual skull base operating room in order to develop fixed protocols in skull base 
surgery. He also suggests performing cadaveric dissection in team of two surgeons, 
as in many of the approaches, a two-surgeon bi-nostril technique is described. 
This two-surgeon team would have one surgeon who holds the endoscope to 
maintain a constant yet dynamic view and other would operate bimanually. It is of 
vital importance that both the surgeons have adequate knowledge of endoscopic 
anatomy and are equally oriented to the field. This would help the team develop 
much required coordination that is pivotal in skull base surgery.

This book describes various endonasal endoscopic approaches to access the 
entire ventral skull base extending from the frontal sinus anteriorly to the second 
cervical vertebra posteriorly and laterally till the infratemporal fossae on both the 
sides. The approaches are classified in the planes along the long axis of the various 
anatomical regions they provide access to.

General Principles

It is of paramount importance to understand that endoscopic skull base surgery is a 
deeply invasive procedure performed through the natural nasal ostium. Adherence 
to certain principles during skull base surgery facilitates to form surgical protocols 
to achieve predictable outcomes and avoid complications.

It is through collaborative efforts of various subspecialties that over the past 
two decades there has been a revolutionary advancement in ventral skull base 
(VSB) surgery. A well-organized team of the otorhinolaryngologist, neurosurgeon, 
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anesthetist, endocrinologist, intensivist, and radiologist should work in unison to 
plan, perform, and achieve superior outcomes in VSB surgery.

It is essential for a surgeon to have a preoperative 3D orientation of the 
lesion and the most appropriate approach to be implemented for a safe and 
maximal resection of the skull base pathology. Preoperative planning of approach 
and reconstruction helps predict vital neurovascular structures that may be 
encountered, thus avoiding complications. This habit should be inculcated by a 
dissectors/trainees in early part of their skull base career.

There are some fundamental differences in basic operative etiquettes of 
functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS) and endoscopic VSB surgery. Dissection 
in FESS aims at restoring function of the mucociliary transport of the nose and 
paranasal sinuses and is rather a “mucosa preserving” procedure. Dissection 
during nasal phase in VSB surgery is primarily directed toward achieving maximal 
exposure for optimal access. The mucosa of the concerned sinus in the surgical 
trajectory is stripped off to expose the underlying bone. This avoids mucosal bleed 
while performing further steps, promotes graft uptake, and also prevents mucocele 
formation in the postoperative period. The operative concept is to be more radical 
in the nasal extradural phase and delicate and cautious during the intradural part 
of dissection (microdissection).

Wide exposure is obtained in the extradural part of VSB dissections. This 
is achieved by a partial resection of the middle turbinate on the right side with 
bilateral posterior ethmoidectomies. A cavity and half exposure is obtained. (“One 
and half” cavity exposure indicates one side nasal cavity and sphenoid sinus for 
instrumentation and another half created by posterior ethmoidectomy for parking 
the 4-mm endoscope.) This exposure is almost always done in VSB approaches.

A bi-nostril four-handed approach is an essential prerequisite for endoscopic 
VBS surgery for two main reasons. First, a bimanual microdissection enhances the 
surgeon’s dexterity and maneuverability in critical areas as it utilizes a bi-nostril 
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corridor and two instruments simultaneously. Second, clear dynamic views can 
be provided (a panned-out view for orientation and close-up view around critical 
structures) irrespective of the position of the instruments. Another advantage of the 
four-handed approach is the reduced frequency of soiling of the telescope that the 
co-surgeon/dissector can clear with irrigations. This minimizes surgeon’s fatigue.

While performing a bimanual dissection, it is essential that surgeons have the 
access to both the nasal cavities through each of the nostrils. Thereby a posterior 
septectomy or a septal window is a prerequisite for such a bi-nostril access 
(Fig. 5.1).

It is advisable that while performing bimanual dissection, the assistant surgeon 
introduces the scope in the superior part of the right nostril. A nasal suction canula 

Fig. 5.1 Endoscopic 
image showing posterior 
septectomy being 
performed from the 
right side. The bony 
cartilaginous junction is 
separated after elevating 
the Hadad nasoseptal 
flap, and posterior bony 
part of the septum with 
appropriate part of the 
septum is removed. The 
mucoperichondrium on 
the other side is either 
removed or raised as a 
flap.
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that is held by the surgeon in his/her left hand is now introduced in the lower 
part of the nasal aperture on this side. The surgeon holds the primary/operating 
instrument in the right hand, and it is introduced in the left nostril (Fig. 5.2).  
A blunt nontraumatic suction in the surgeon’s left hand can be used as a yardstick 
for depth perception and also for tissue retraction during the dissection of fibrous 
or solid tumors.

Skull base surgery is a finely coordinated effort, and the members of the two-
surgeon team should understand others’ requirements, capabilities, and limitations. 
It is necessary to maintain a constant team to perform dissections and surgeries 
comfortably (Fig. 5.3).

Fig. 5.2 Illustration 
depicting the position of 
the endoscope superiorly 
and suction cannula 
inferiorly in the right 
nasal cavity and the 
instrument in left nasal 
cavity in endoscopic 
bi-nostril four-handed 
technique.
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VSB surgery needs a dedicated set of highly precise instruments. Particular 
maneuvers are persistently performed by specific instruments. When a bimanual 
dissection is performed, the instruments or the telescope should not cross each 
other restricting their independent movement. It is prudent to have a superior view 
(instrument below the telescope) except for in some unavoidable situation such as 
a suprasellar dissections or transnasal craniectomy or when an angled telescope 
is used.

Fig. 5.3 Illustration depicting bi-nostril four-handed technique.
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Finally, it is through numerous dissection and practice sessions that a 
surgeon acquires skills in endoscopic skull base surgery. It enables the surgeon to 
develop attitude, coordination, temperament, and precision in this field. Cadaveric 
dissections are essential prerequisites as the surgeon ascends up along the levels of 
VSB surgery (Fig. 5.4).

Fig. 5.4 Author briefing over a cadaveric dissection.




